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Abstract:
This is the first detailed narrative history of the genesis of New York City 
teacher unionism between 1912 and 1916, a crucial contributor to the 
formation of the American Federation of Teachers (AFT).  In charting the 
process leading from the founding of The American Teacher in 1912 
through the creation of the Teachers’ League in 1913 to the Teachers 
Union in 1916, historians have assumed that male Jewish radical high-
school teachers were prime movers, but primary school and women 
teachers were often a majority.  Maternity leave, freedom of speech, and 
pensions proved galvanizing, not bread-and-butter issues alone.  Above 
all, teachers sought to supplant managerial autocracy in school 
administration with democratic self-management.  At the movement’s 
core were socialists and feminists, but their democratic aspirations did 
not make them isolated radical outliers. Rather they were acting on 
dreams of workers’ control evident in much of the labor movement in the 
Progressive Era.
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Why Did Teachers Organize?
Feminism and Socialism in the Making of
New York City Teacher Unionism
When the American Teacher first appeared in January 1912, its editors, all New York 
City teachers financing the periodical from their own pay envelopes, announced that teachers 
sought “cooperation” with “their official superiors.” This tone, humble to the point of deference, 
did not signify meekness. Rather, it was strategic, easing the periodical’s reception with two 
distinct audiences. New York City’s many thousands of schoolteachers, cautious if not 
conservative, needed to be coaxed into taking action for themselves, while the system’s 
administrators required polite address in the interest of self-preservation. Yet “cooperation,” for 
all its conciliatory connotations, coursed with vibrations of change. Since Board of Education 
members, superintendents, and principals were not the only ones “giving their time, energy, and 
spirit to the social obligation of educating the young,” proposed the American Teacher, “a large 
portion of the constructive ideas presented for general consideration should come from the 
teachers themselves.” Within a male-dominated educational hierarchy, in an era when most 
teachers were women without the right to vote or hold public office, this was a daring concept.  
“Cooperation,” that gentle word, implied twin aspirations: power for women and teacher power.1
The American Teacher led directly the Teachers’ League of New York, created in 1913, 
which became the Teachers Union of the City of New York in 1916. In that same year, the 
1 “Greeting,” American Teacher 1 (Jan. 1912), 1.
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Teachers Union in turn became Local 5 of the American Federation of Teachers (AFT), one of 
its eight founding locals. The American Teacher became the AFT’s official national publication, 
Local 5 its largest local. These were significant developments in the history of public-sector 
unionism and American education. However, the genesis of New York City teacher unionism 
between 1912 and 1916 is barely mentioned in general histories of American teacher unionism, 
which concentrate instead upon the Chicago Teachers Federation (CTF), founded in 1897, and 
its leader Margaret Haley.2  Even studies specific to New York unionism tend to provide cursory 
accounts of the process that led to the Teachers Union’s founding and its earliest history. 
Historians’ narratives begin in earnest with the Great Depression, when a struggle for control of 
Local 5 culminated in its takeover by Communist Party members in 1935, causing the founding 
union leadership to break away and form the Teachers Guild. Accounts then describe how the 
AFL expelled Local 5, which lingered on as the Teachers Union until irreparably damaged by 
McCarthy-era loyalty investigations; how the Teachers Guild, recognized by the AFT, fused in 
1960 with another organization to form the United Federation of Teachers (UFT); how the UFT 
was dominated by Albert Shanker, a fierce Cold War liberal who became AFT national 
president; and how the UFT confined teacher interests to bread-and-butter contractual 
bargaining, an approach that reached a flashpoint with the bitterly divisive 1968 Ocean Hill-
Brownsville strike that pitted Jews against blacks over community control of schools.3  
2 Robert J. Braun, Teachers and Power: The Story of the American Federation of Teachers (New 
York, 1972); William Edward Eaton, The Federation of American Teachers, 1916-1961 
(Carbondale, 1975); Marjorie Murphy, Blackboard Unions: The AFT and the NEA, 1900-1980 
(Ithaca, 1990); Dana Goldstein, The Teacher Wars: A History of America’s Most Embattled 
Profession (New York, 2014).
3 On the 1930s and 1940s: Robert Iversen, The Communists and the Schools (New York, 1959); 
Celia Lewis Zitron, The New York City Teachers Union 1916-1964 (New York, 1968); Thomas 
R. Brooks, “Teachers Divided: Teacher Unionism in New York City, 1935-1940,” in Educating 
an Urban People: The New York City Experience, ed. Diane Ravitch and Ronald K. Goodenow 
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These events produced not only political consequences but historiographical ones. They 
excited young historians’ interest in the history of teacher unionism—and the relationship 
between labor history, educational history, and the history of social movements—while 
simultaneously conditioning how that history was imagined.  The sixties were powerful 
presences, not mere memories, when historians in the 1970s and early 1980s began to explore 
the topic of New York City teacher unionism. That Shanker still dominated the AFT helps 
explain why the most extensive published account of early New York City teacher unionism is 
unrelentingly critical of it.  In a key article as well as a chapter of his Why Teachers Organized 
(1982), Wayne J. Urban—an admirer of the “tough, pragmatic trade unionism under Albert 
Shanker”—delivered a thoroughly negative verdict against the Teachers’ League and Teachers 
Union in the Progressive Era. Their radicalism, he held, “put them out of touch with the concerns 
of most of the city’s teachers.” Their leaders were unrepresentative male high school teachers 
and “heavily Jewish, surely an impediment to membership among Anglo-Saxon and Irish 
Catholic elementary-school teachers.” Their main shortcoming, Urban wrote, was in eschewing 
the self-interested, economistic approach that he considered normative elsewhere in teacher 
unionism: “First, teachers organized to pursue material improvements, salaries, pensions, tenure, 
(New York, 1981), 206-218; Clarence Taylor, Reds at the Blackboard:  Communism, Civil 
Rights, and the New York City Teachers Union (New York, 2011); and Nicholas Toloudis, 
“Teacher Unions Conflict in New York City, 1935-1960,” Labor History  56 (2015), 566-586. 
On the UFT and Shanker: Thomas R. Brooks, Towards Dignity: A Brief History of the United 
Federation of Teachers (New York, 1967); Stephen Cole, The Unionization of Teachers: A Case 
Study of the UFT (New York, 1969); Philip Taft, United They Teach: The Story of the United 
Federation of Teachers (Los Angeles, 1974); Richard D. Kahlenberg, Tough Liberal:  Albert 
Shanker and the Battles Over Schools, Unions, Race, and Democracy (New York, 2007); Dennis 
Gaffney, Teachers United: The Rise of New York State United Teachers (Albany, 2007); 
Maurice Berube and Marilyn Gittell, eds., Confrontation at Ocean Hill-Brownsville:  The New 
York School Strikes of 1968 (New York, 1969); Jerald E. Podair, The Strike that Changed New 
York (New Haven, 2002); and Daniel H. Perlstein, Justice, Justice: School Politics and the 
Eclipse of Liberalism (New York, 2004).
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and other benefits and policies which helped raise teaching in the cities to the status of a career 
for the women who practiced it.  Second, through the puruit of salary scales and other policies, 
teachers sought to institutionalize experience, or seniority, as the criterion of success in 
teaching.”  Since neither the Teachers’ League nor the Teachers Union fit this mold, Urban 
classed them as aberrations, instead praising the Interborough Association of Women Teachers 
led by Grace C. Strachan as the authentic representative of New York teachers’ interests.4
Early New York City teacher unionism could look very different when viewed through 
another prism, the example of sixties radicalism. Lana Muraskin, who completed her dissertation 
on the Teachers’ League and Teachers Union in the New Left atmosphere of the University of 
California, Berkeley, offered an approach far more receptive to dissenting social movements, but 
because she left academia to pursue a career in educational policy research, her historical 
research went mostly unpublished.5 Left largely unchallenged, Urban’s perspective dominated in 
the field. The view that New York teacher unionism was inefficacious in its earliest moment due 
to its radical strategy and limited composition of male Jewish high school teachers has strongly 
influenced subsequent narratives, even of historians otherwise open to left-wing unionism.6   
Four decades on, a fresh context exists for posing the question of why teachers organized. The 
4 Wayne J. Urban, “Teacher Organizations in New York City, 1905-1920,” in Educating an 
Urban People, 204; Urban, Why Teachers Organized (Detroit, 1982), 22, 90-91.
5 Lana D. Muraskin, “Professionalism and Radicalism in the New York City Teachers Union,” 
conference paper, annual meeting of the American Educational Research Association, New 
Orleans, La., February 1973; “The Teachers Union of the City of New York from Inception to 
Schism, 1912-1935” (PhD diss., University of California, Berkeley, 1979); “The Interests of the 
Teachers Union, 1913-1935,” in Educating an Urban People, 219-230; e-mail to author, Oct. 31, 
2019.
6 Urban’s analysis of early New York City teacher unionism is cited and reproduced, for 
example, in Kate Rousmaniere, City Teachers: Teaching and School Reform in Historical 
Perspective (New York, 1997), 17-27; and Nicholas Toloudis, Teaching Marianne and Uncle 
Sam:  Public Education, State Centralization, and Teacher Unionism in France and the United 
States (Philadelphia, 2012), 83-90.
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decline since the 1980s of the type of unions long posited as realistic by conventional labor 
officials, the rise of wealth and income inequality to levels not seen since the Gilded Age, the 
revival of socialist politics in the United States in the campaigns of Bernie Sanders and 
Alexandra Ocasio-Cortez, and the eruption of militant teacher unionism as exemplified by the 
Chicago Teachers Union and mass teacher strikes in West Virginia, Arizona, and Oklahoma, all 
create room for serious reconsideration of what is legitimate in the history of teacher unionism.7  
Drawing upon neglected source materials, this article provides the first thorough 
chronology of how New York City teacher unionism came about in the Progressive Era. It yields 
the comprehensive new analysis that the Teachers’ League and early Teachers Union were 
indeed spearheaded by a cohort with political views distinct from the mass of teachers but that, 
like other successful militant minorities, they wove common complaints and aspirations into 
programs that won mass support. While the American Teacher was initiated by two male high-
school teachers, women wrote for it from the beginning and played central roles in the Teachers’ 
League and Teachers Union, whose leaderships were typically comprised of a majority of 
elementary-school teachers and women. Welcoming to Jews, these organizations were not 
predominantly Jewish in this period, their claim to distinction rather being inclusivity and 
heterogeneity. More conservative educators, Strachan in particular, did oppose them, but that did 
not inhibit the Teachers’ League and Teachers Union from becoming popular organizations 
comparable in size to, if not larger than, other teacher organizations in New York City and 
teacher unions elsewhere. Their leaders’ socialist commitment drew repression, but it also 
enabled them to craft a powerful analysis of teachers’ workplace discontents, supplied the 
7 Micah Uetricht, Strike for America: Chicago Teachers Against Austerity (London and New 
York, 2014); Eric Blanc, Red State Revolt: The Teachers’ Strikes and Working-Class Politics 
(London and New York, 2019).
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conviction with which to launch unionism in the schools, and gave them the perseverance to 
sustain the union through the tumult of the First World War and its aftermath, even as those 
developments nearly destroyed it.
Between 1912 and 1916, from the launch of the American Teacher to the establishment 
of the Teachers’ League and Teachers Union, the core of teachers involved in these initiatives 
aspired to supplant what they perceived as the autocracy of the educational officialdom with 
democratic decision-making. While pensions and pay were salient in the drive of New York City 
teachers to organize, an exclusive bread-and-butter template misses how other issues, from 
pregnancy to freedom of speech, all rooted in teachers’ work life and all connected to this 
guiding aspiration of self-management, were even more potent.  In the Progressive Era, as 
educational centralization and expansion drove New York City school administrators to pattern 
their oversight on corporate “efficiency,” demands for greater democracy were far from 
extraneous to the political economy of education. 
The founding of the Teachers Union confutes any claim that business unionism, or the 
pursuit of sectoral self-interest in contractual bargaining, is the sole valid form of teacher 
unionism. Early New York teacher unionism was social unionism; it held that unions should 
advance the interests of the whole working class to transform society, including its gender 
relations.8 Its leaders, both men and women, were feminists active in campaigns for woman 
suffrage, and they solidarized with the broader labor movement in the belief that teachers had a 
professional obligation to seek a more egalitarian society. As one teacher wrote, “The aims of 
8 For explications of social unionism in different registers, see Kim Moody, U.S. Labor in 
Trouble and Transition (London and New York, 2007); and Nelson Lichtenstein, State of the 
Union:  A Century of American Labor (Princeton, 2002).
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education and the economic order are incompatible.”9 While these organizers did not achieve 
their aim of educational self-governance, it emboldened them to form a union where none 
existed, leaving a lasting legacy in an AFT that survived. Social unionism was in this manner 
foundational—and every bit as deserving of historical comprehension as the more conservative 
forms of teacher unionism dominant at midcentury.
The American Teacher
“Democracy in Education; Education for Democracy” was the slogan that ran in italics 
under the masthead on every issue of the American Teacher, a periodical that provided a forum 
for teachers to share ideas, clarify educational values, reflect on pedagogy, and probe patterns of 
educational management, all in a spirit of social idealism and educational reconstruction.  “The 
name America has stood for nearly a hundred and forty years as the symbol of Democracy,” 
stated the editors in the first issue. “To be sure, it has also stood for raw culture, for the spirit of 
brag, for graft and for dollars.  But to millions abroad, as well as to millions here, it has meant 
Democracy.” Teachers had a special role to play in the realization of that ideal, for imbuing 
democratic consciousness in pupils is “the main purpose of the public school.” The problem, 
observed the editors, was that “the teacher and the pupil, the principal and the superintendent 
find themselves enmeshed in a system that restricts initiative, stratifies intercourse, suppresses 
individuality, frowns upon originality, cultivates servility and penalizes sincerity.”10
The American Teacher (Figure 1) was written and produced by a cluster of some dozen 
New York City teachers. At its heart were editor-in-chief Henry Richardson Linville, a 45-year-
9 Benjamin C. Gruenberg, “Some Economic Obstacles to Educational Progress,” American 
Teacher 1 (Sept. 1912), 92.
10 “The American Teacher and Democracy,” American Teacher 1 (Jan. 1912), 5. 
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old Missouri-born science teacher at Jamaica High School who graduated from the University of 
Kansas and held a doctorate in biology from Harvard University, and managing editor Benjamin 
Gruenberg, a 37-year-old Russian Jewish immigrant raised in Minnesota who held a doctorate 
from Columbia University, published a number of scientific articles, and was a biology teacher at 
the High School of Commerce. They knew one another from their days at DeWitt Clinton High 
School in Manhattan, where Linville founded and chaired the department of biology between 
1897 and 1908, pioneering a nationally influential biology curriculum reflective of modern 
scientific method. Gruenberg’s vocal criticism of principal John T. Buchanan led Buchanan to 
assign him a negative teaching rating, resulting in denial of his teaching license by the Board of 
Education. Linville came to Gruenberg’s defense, and Gruenberg’s license was eventually 
granted, but both were transferred away from DeWitt Clinton—a bitter experience that suffused 
them with ardor on behalf of democracy in education.11
“At present,” wrote Linville in 1912 of the American Teacher, “all the editors are 
members of the Socialist Party, but we may soon become associated with others who are 
‘progressive,’ meaning those who are following rapidly behind.”12  Confidence that the Socialist 
Party of America was in the forefront of a social transformation reflected the party’s rapid 
advance. Founded in 1901, the Socialist Party was by 1912 a national force boasting hundreds of 
11 Philip J. Pauly, “The Development of High School Biology,” Isis 82 (Dec. 1991), 662-88; 
untitled matrimonial announcement, Ness County News [Kansas], June 20, 1908, p. 5; Henry R. 
Linville and Henry A. Kelly, A Text-Book in General Zoölogy (Boston: Ginn and Co., 1906); 
Gruenberg to Buchanan, March 21, 1907, Gruenberg to Linville, Sept. 22, 1908, Linville to 
Gruenberg, Sept. 23, 1908, and Gruenberg to Board of Examiners, Sept. 24, 1908, folder General 
Correspondence 1906-20, Box 13, Benjamin and Sidonie Matsner Gruenberg Papers (Library of 
Congress Manuscript Division, Washington, DC); “The Reminiscences of Joseph Jablonower” 
(Oral History Research Office, Columbia University, 1965), 24; Linville, “The Public-School 
Teacher in a Democracy,” Popular Science Monthly 63 (Nov. 1908), 413-22.
12 Henry Linville to R. D. Bell, Dec. 31, 1912, folder 1912, box 2, Henry Richardson Linville 
Papers (Walter P. Reuther Library, Detroit, Michigan).  
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newspapers, more than a thousand elected officials, concentrated political strength in cities such 
as Milwaukee and states such as Oklahoma, and a popular presidential candidate in Eugene V. 
Debs, the former railway union leader who garnered almost one million votes that year. In New 
York, the Socialist Party had a significant presence in the campaign for woman suffrage, in the 
garment trades, where several enormous strikes had transfixed the city, and among Jewish 
immigrants of the Lower East Side, who two years later would elect the Socialist Meyer London 
to represent them in Congress.13
Although Socialists were at its core, the American Teacher was never a socialist 
periodical, for its aim was to draw in as many teachers as would take interest in a self-managed 
school system.  As Linville put it, “Undoubtedly these are socialistic ideals, but we have not 
branded them as such ourselves.”14  The editors came together autonomously rather than being 
directed by the Socialist Party; indeed, direction flowed the other way round as teachers 
influenced the Party’s municipal planks, which on education included smaller class size, 
increased teacher salaries, free school lunches, and new school buildings.15 From the outset, the 
American Teacher sought to connect teaching as a calling to the great stirrings of social reform 
underway in the Progressive Era.  In “Teaching Social Science Through Newspapers,” Mark 
Hoffman, a Stuyvesant High School teacher born in England, advocated that teachers convey a 
“sense of the social unrest” by classroom use of newspaper articles on such topics as trust-
busting and strike:  although “the teacher must beware of committing himself to any 
13 Mari Jo Buhle, Women and American Socialism, 1870-1920 (Urbana, 1981); David A. 
Shannon, The Socialist Party of America: A History (New York, 1955); James Weinstein, The 
Decline of Socialism in America, 1912-1925 (New York, 1967); Nick Salvatore, Eugene V. 
Debs, Citizen and Socialist (Urbana, 1982).
14 Linville to R. D. Bell, Dec. 31, 1912, folder 1912, box 2, Linville Papers.
15 A. L. [Algernon Lee] to Benjamin Gruenberg, April 8, 1913, folder 1912-17, box 95, 
Gruenberg Papers.
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propaganda,” exposure to “events which mean ultimate social reconstruction or betterment” 
would mean that students would no longer graduate from high school believing “that they have 
no other work in this world than to pounce on their fellow human beings and get a bigger share 
of the world’s goods.”16
The central message of the American Teacher was the need for educational democracy in 
place of administrative authoritarianism. In the 1890s, New York City’s schools had been 
centralized at the initiative of Nicholas Murray Butler with support from business elites. To 
extract education from ward politics, rationalize administrative processes, and produce cost 
efficiencies, power was vested in a new Board of Superintendents to manage teaching staff, 
complementing the Board of Education that oversaw the system’s business aspects.17  The result 
was to subject teachers to a distant, powerful bureaucracy. “Naturally, we are starting the 
movement for the democratic management of the schools with more enthusiasm than resources,” 
Linville wrote John Dewey, the Columbia University philosopher who would write for the 
American Teacher and in turn learn from it in developing his own expositions on American 
education, culminating in Education and Democracy (1916). “But we are willing to wait for the 
teachers to begin to pay attention, and later, for them to begin to think.”18 The main topic of the 
American Teacher in its first year of publication was “efficiency,” the corporate managerial ideal 
16 Mark Hoffman, “Teaching Social Science Through Newspapers,” American Teacher 1 (Jan. 
1912), 7; 1910 U.S. Federal Census, New York, New York, Bronx Assembly District 34, 
www.ancestry.com.
17 Diane Ravitch, The Great School Wars:  A History of New York’s Public Schools (New York, 
1974), 134-230; Murphy, Blackboard Unions, 26-28, 56, 70; Rousmaniere, City Teachers, 12-
17; Toloudis, Teaching Marianne and Uncle Sam, 65-82.
18 Linville to John Dewey, Oct. 23, 1912, folder 1912, box 2, Linville Papers.  See also these 
writings by Dewey: “An Undemocratic Proposal,” American Teacher 2 (Jan. 1913), 2-4; 
“Professional Spirit Among Teachers,” American Teacher 2 (Oct. 1913), 114-116;  Education 
and Democracy (New York, 1916).
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of the Progressive Era, which its writers objected to being used in educational settings as a 
pretext for overbearing dictation from above, holding that only cooperative, democratic 
processes could produce optimal educational outcomes.19 Questioning of administrative 
prerogative became bolder with every issue. A major statement came with “Democracy and the 
Teacher,” a large-type editorial that took up the third issue’s entire front page: 
Education has made rapid strides but teachers still maintain the positions of 
hirelings and underlings. This is a contradiction in terms, and is not generally 
understood;  for how can Education progress when the teacher’s work is still so low in 
the scale of trades or professions?  
…Teachers are underpaid and overworked and are treated with scorn and ridicule.  
Even if it were true that they have not measured up to the highest efficiency, the fault 
is rather with their training and with the miasmatic environment of servility and 
slavish obedience.   
…Democracy in Education, a voice and a vote in the government of our schools, 
would help remove the brass collar from the teacher’s neck and make him a being 
independent, self-reliant, self-respecting, fit to initiate and to cope more directly with 
this transcendently complex problem of education.20
Despite that passage’s use of the universal “him,” reflecting prevailing gendered 
language norms, the American Teacher contained women’s voices from the beginning. Charlotte 
Perkins Gilman, American feminism’s most distinguished intellectual of the early twentieth 
century, a socialist-feminist and staunch proponent of women’s economic independence, was its 
constant sponsor.21 Within the founding core of teachers, the most prominent woman was 
Henrietta Rodman, an instructor at Wadleigh High School, a public girls’ school, a free-spirited 
Socialist and feminist from a venerable American family, and an advocate of vocational 
19 Out of many such articles, three by Gruenberg were particularly substantial: “Efficiency in 
Education,” American Teacher 1 (Jan. 1912), 2-4; “Efficiency in Education,” part 2, American 
Teacher 1 (Feb. 1912), 12-13; “Efficiency versus Democracy,” American Teacher 1 (June 1912), 
79-82. 
20 “Democracy and the Teacher,” American Teacher 1 (Jan. 1912), 1.
21 Charlotte Perkins Gilman, “Education and Social Progress,” American Teacher 1 (Dec. 1912), 
184-185.
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education for girls in an age when women’s entrance into the workplace was obstructed.22  The 
same cause was promoted by Kate E. Turner, assistant principal at Erasmus High School, 
Brooklyn.23 Adele Miln Linville—born in New York to English immigrants, active in the Equal 
Franchise League and Woman’s Suffrage Party, and spouse of Henry Linville—contributed 
articles on Maria Montessori’s new preschool and kindergarten method, exemplifying The 
American Teacher’s involvement of elementary school teachers and early childhood educators.24 
“We want to draw every branch of the profession into this, from the grades up,” Henry 
Linville confided to a correspondent, “but naturally there are very few in the so-called lower 
ranks who are doing any thinking.”25 Like his presumption that progressives trail Socialists, this 
remark manifested Linville’s tendency to conceive of the band around the American Teacher as a 
moral elite, an outlook rife with potential pitfalls. The phrase “so-called,” however, signaled his 
demurral from administrators or other high-school teachers with advanced degrees who classed 
primary school teachers as “the lower ranks.” His dour appraisal of the level of thinking among 
grade-school teachers, therefore, was not condescension but the organizer’s vexation at trying to 
rouse a cowed, docile constituency to act on its own behalf. It was an appraisal shared by Anna 
22 Henrietta Rodman, “Vocational Guidance and Training,” American Teacher 1 (Feb. 1912), 10-
12; “Aspects of Vocational Guidance,” American Teacher 1 (June 1912), 82-83; and “The 
Teaching of Practical Ethics,” American Teacher 3 (March 1914), 34-35.  
23 Kate E. Turner, “Vocational Conferences with Expert Workers,” American Teacher 1 (Nov. 
1912): 118-121.
24 Adele Miln Linville, “A New Prophet,” American Teacher 1 (Jan. 1912), 7-8, and “The 
Montessori Method,” American Teacher 1 (Sept. 1912), 98-100; “Queens Suffragettes Plan 
Active Campaign,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Feb. 4, 1910, p. 6; “Woman’s Suffrage Party Meets,” 
Long Island Democrat, Oct. 20, 1911, p. 1; “Suffrage Notes,” Times Union, April 22, 1915, p. 7.  
25 Henry Linville to Noyes, 20 April 1912, folder 1912, box 2, Linville Papers.
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Yiezierskaya, later to gain renown as a novelist, who wrote that because of the “deadness” 
instilled by the system “the average school teacher does not think.”26  
This speaks to a paradox faced by those aspiring to wrest greater structural involvement 
for teachers in decision-making:  the very bureaucratic hierarchy that denied teachers power left 
many apathetic, dull, or fearful—and consequently unwilling to assert themselves. “In our 
campaign we have already learned that the great majority of teachers regard with dumb or 
indifferent interest the rather new proposition that they might some time take a hand in deciding 
out of the abundance of their experience what policies are best for making education effective,” 
wrote Linville, “although these same people will spend hours discussing the educational 
government when it happens to tread on their particular corns.”27  Some teachers, fearing reprisal 
from their principal, hesitated to subscribe to the American Teacher.28 Others had such a 
“deepseated hatred and disgust of our educational officialdom,” according to one, that they 
declined even to read the American Teacher, wondering, “What’s the use?”29  Inertia, fatalism, 
and cynicism were not, however, universal. The American Teacher’s devotion to improving 
working conditions and achieving a deeper democracy had begun to attract excitement among 
enough teachers that the editors in the beginning of their second year readied for a special print 
run of 12,000.30 Tremors of change were found in unusual places. At a meeting held by a men 
teachers’ association, a Board of Education commissioner was asked whether the Board should 
add teacher representation—and he agreed that it should, selected by the teachers. An astonished 
26 Anna Yiezierskaya, “The Confessions of a Rebellious Teacher,” New York Call, May 22, 
1910, p. 9.
27 Linville to Sullivan, April 10, 1912, folder 1912, box 2, Linville Papers. 
28 Linville to Fitzpatrick, Oct. 26, 1912, folder 1912, box 2, Linville Papers.
29 Herman Bucher to Linville, n.d., folder 1913, box 3, Linville Papers.
30 Co-Operative Press to Linville, Jan. 10, 1913, folder 1913, box 3, Linville Papers. 
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Linville wrote, “The motto Democracy in Education was a practically unused phrase in New 
York before the paper began to make it known a year ago. Now it seems it belongs to practically 
everybody.”31  It was a moment ripe for organization.
Creating the Teachers’ League
The American Teacher’s initiative to form a body to advance its objectives began after 
one year of publication, on January 18, 1913, when eighteen teachers “representing the various 
radical interests,” as Linville put it, met at the Finch School, a private girls’ preparatory school 
founded on the Upper East Side by Jessica Finch, a Socialist and feminist.32  Two weeks later the 
cohort met at the Lower East Side office of the Women’s Trade Union League (WTUL), to 
which they were linked through both Rodman and Caroline L. Pratt, a manual training school 
teacher, WTUL officer, Socialist Party national education committee member, and scion of the 
wealthy family whose philanthropy created the Pratt Institute.33  Out of these two meetings came 
a call signed by twenty teachers to launch a new organization, soon to be known as the Teachers’ 
League, with the stated objective of achieving teacher representation on the Board of Education.  
Seven of the signators were from elementary schools, one from a manual training school, one 
from a training school, and eleven from high schools, with five being women: Mary S. Marot, PS 
76, Manhattan; Mary K. Smith, Jamaica Training School; and Turner, Pratt, and Rodman.34 
31 Linville to Edward C. Elliott, Jan. 30, 1913, folder 1913, box 3, Linville Papers. See also 
Henry Linville to Slosson, 19 Jan. 1913, folder 1913, box 2, Linville Papers; “Men Teachers at 
Dinner,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Jan. 12, 1913, p. 5.
32 Linville to Slosson, Jan. 19, 1913, and Linville to Finch, Jan. 14, 1913, folder 1913, box 2, 
Linville Papers.
33 Linville to Elsie R. Baskin, Jan. 27, 1913, folder 1913, box 2, Linville Papers; J. L. Engdahl, 
“Socialists Seeking Greater Grip on Nation’s Schools,” New York Call, March 17, 1913, p. 2;  
Pratt, “Tools vs. Rules,” American Teacher  2 (Sept. 1913), 98-100.  
34 “Teachers Want Place on Board,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Feb. 6, 1913, p. 21.
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The participation of such women, none of whom were Jewish, and the feminist 
surroundings of these meeting places tests the claim made across the secondary literature, 
beginning with the union’s in-house historian Thomas R. Brooks, that the creation of the 
Teachers Union was the work of male high school teachers, preponderantly Jewish.35  Jewish 
high school teachers such as Gruenberg were indeed involved, but as with Linville, Pratt, and 
Rodman, key roles were also played by “Americans,” as native-born whites were known. What 
made the League distinctive, after its demand for Board representation, was its inclusivity.  New 
York City was already home to dozens of teacher’s organizations, effectively clubs, that were 
organized by a combination of borough, subject, sex, or level of instruction: Association of 
Elementary Teachers of Modern Languages, Women’s Educational Council of Queens, Men 
High School Teachers Association, Assistants to Principals Association.  The new initiative was 
meant to transcend such parochialism. “I have no toleration for a male teachers or female 
teachers association, or for a Bronx-first-to-third-grades-unmarried-male-teachers association,” 
Gruenberg wrote to L. H. White, an elementary school teacher at PS 3, Brooklyn.  “…All grades, 
sexes, subjects, ranks and localities must be forgotten.  We must stand or fall together as 
members of a profession, and not as residents of Flatbush or Harlem; as public servants, and not 
as supervisors and supervised; as skilled workers, and not as males or females.”36 
The response was resounding.  On February 28, 1913, at 8:15 p.m., the call for a new 
teacher organization was answered by 2,000 teachers in attendance at a meeting at Milbank 
Chapel, Teachers College, on 128th and Broadway. With Linville presiding, they heard 
35 Brooks, Towards Dignity, 3; Eaton, American Federation of Teachers, 12; Muraskin, “The 
Teachers Union,” 228; Urban, When Teachers Organized, 90; Murphy, Blackboard Unions, 65, 
90; Rousmaniere, City Teachers, 20; Toloudis, Teaching Marianne and Uncle Sam, 66. 
36 Gruenberg to White, Oct. 24, 1914, folder 1912-17, box 95, Gruenberg Papers.
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addresses by Dewey on “Professional Spirit,” Gilman on “The Teacher and the State,” 
Independent editor Edwin E. Slosson on “Uniform Education,” and Superintendent Albert Shiels 
on “Democracy.” The last of these speakers demurred at need for teacher representation, but 
several hundred teachers nevertheless remained for a business meeting to discuss forming a 
Teachers’ League with that aim. Controversy soon erupted, as Frances Isabel Davenport, a 
teacher of psychology at the New York Training School for Teachers, objected that the proposed 
constitution should have emerged from the assembly, not a set group, and Strachan (Figure 2), 
superintendent of two Brooklyn districts within the city school system and president of the 
Interborough Association of Women Teachers, questioned whether any American school system 
allowed teachers to choose Board of Education representatives. Charles A. Tonsor, Jr., PS 17, 
Brooklyn, responded that a draft of the new organization’s constitution was necessary to provide 
a basis for discussion, that in Fall River, Massachusetts, all women, teachers included, had the 
right to vote in school board elections, and that inasmuch as the meeting was about whether to 
form a Teachers’ League, it should be the province of teachers. This last point was directed 
against Strachan, as an administrator, who promptly countered by attacking the proposed 
constitution for setting a quorum of only twenty-five among New York City’s 17,000 teachers, 
accusing the organizers of seeking to enhance the circulation of the American Teacher (which 
the draft constitution proposed as the League’s offical organ), and finally walking out, taking her 
supporters with her and causing “pandemonium to break loose,” according to a news article with 
the subhead “Quits Meeting in a Huff”:  “There was yelling from every quarter of the hall and 
the situation was momentarily beyond the control of the chairman.” Once calm was restored, the 
200 remaining teachers approved the constitution, but only after altering it to require a fifty-
member quorum for League meetings and expand the proposed executive board to include four 
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officers and fifteen other members, five from high schools, ten from elementary schools. The 
American Teacher was left independent; though never the League’s official voice, the periodical 
would nonetheless have a clear association with it.37  
The Teachers’ League had fulfilled its democratic credo by permitting its structure to be 
revised in open assembly and guaranteeing that the leadership would have a higher proportion of 
elementary schoolteachers than the group that initiated the League.38  Strachan’s behavior, 
however, showed the challenges that lay before a new organization conceived on universalist 
principles in a landscape already dotted with sectoral teacher organizations. Strachan was a 
formidable presence in New York teachers’ consciousness, having led the Interborough 
Association on a five-year quest beginning in 1907 to eliminate the words “men” and “women” 
from the city’s salary schedule for teachers.  This equal-pay campaign was highly popular with 
women teachers and had the support of most of the city’s trade unions.39 Although opposed by a 
37 Attendance of 2,000 that diminished to 200 is reported in the article detailing pandemonium: 
“Teachers League Gets Strong Start,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, March 1, 1913, p. 3. A second press 
report agrees that 200 were present to form the Teachers’ League:  “Miss Strachan Not Greeted 
Cordially,” Daily Standard Union [Brooklyn], March 1, 1913, p. 12; another says “several 
hundred”: “Teachers Have Stormy Session,” Times Union [Brooklyn], March 1, 1913, p. 10.  
Lower numbers of 700 initially in attendance, diminishing to 70, are reported in “The Teachers’ 
League,” School, March 6, 1913, p. 247.  Because the first three reports match, their numbers are 
used here. Urban used only the last and smallest number, 70, to posit the League’s tiny support: 
Urban, Why Teachers Organized, 100.
38 No evidence whatsoever supports the claim that Linville exerted “firm control of the meeting” 
including “denial of objections from the floor on the issue of his paper, the makeup of the 
executive committee, and the number of members required for a quorum”; Urban, “Teacher 
Organizations,” 196. 
39 Especially at the equal-pay campaign’s peak in 1910-1911, the Interborough Association was 
certainly a mass organization of several thousand, but its precise membership of the Interborough 
Association is impossible to determine. Strachan was given to suggesting she led all women 
teachers in the district, as when she told the NEA in 1910, “I represent fourteen thousand 
women.” Urban accepted figure, and the number has been reproduced by countless historians 
since, but it is almost surely an exaggeration. National Education Association, Proceedings and 
Addresses, 48th Annual Meeting, Boston, Massachusetts, July 2-8, 1910, 34; Urban, “Teacher 
Organizations,” 188.
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rapidly formed Association of Men Teachers and Principals of New York, conservative organs 
such as The New York Times, and the Board of Education, an equal-pay bill prevailed when 
enacted in 1911 by the state legislature, governor, and mayor. It established an important 
precedent in the legal principle of gender equality, though it made far more of a difference at the 
level of principals and superintendents than elementary schoolteachers, where starting men 
teachers’ salaries were sharply reduced while women’s were raised by token amounts.40 
The Teachers’ League opposed legal discrimination on basis of sex but equally 
manifested the desire of many teachers—women and men—to transcend division and obtain a 
unified movement of all teachers toward a broader agenda. The American Teacher held that “the 
work of teaching must be done by men and women of high purpose, without narrowness and 
without sex-antagonism.”41 Leaders of single-sex organizations such as Strachan perceived the 
League as a threat to their mission, base, and power, and some historians have speculated that the 
divergence of the Teachers’ League and Strachan may owe to a gulf between male high school 
teachers and women elementary teachers.42 The ferocity of Strachan’s intervention at the 
League’s founding meeting, however, combined with the challenge to her from the floor by an 
elementary school teacher, indicates the welter of cross-currents at work, not least among them 
occupational hierarchy, class, and politics. Strachan was a reformist but equally an ambitious 
administrator whose impulses were often deeply conservative, even in her feminism, as events 
40 The exact repercussions in pay schedule are set out in “The ‘Equal Pay’ Bill Detrimental to the 
Men,” Brooklyn Times, Oct. 31, 1911, p. 5.  See also “Board Votes to Cut Men Teachers’ Pay,” 
New York Times, March 30, 1911, p. 10; Robert E. Douherty, “Tempest on the Hudson: The 
Struggle for ‘Equal Pay for Equal Work’ in the New York City Public Schools, 1907-1911,” 
History of Education Quarterly  19 (winter 1979), 413-434; Patricia A. Carter, Everybody’s Paid 
but the Teacher:  The Teaching Profession and the Women’s Movement (New York, 2002): 36-
49. 
41 “Credimus,” American Teacher 1 (Dec. 1912), 140.
42 Murphy, Blackboard Unions, 90.
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would soon illustrate. The Teachers’ League, as the New York Tribune reported, had “as 
members teachers in both high and elementary schools, and of both sexes, throughout the city.”43
By the time of the Teachers’ League’s second meeting a week later at the High School of 
Commerce, four hundred League members had signed up. Despite a meeting time that conflicted 
with that of the Interborough Association, prompting some dual members to tack between the 
two, 230 League members were in attendance that night as compared to the Interborough 
Association’s 250, suggesting near-parity.  The League elected Linville president; Isabel A. 
Ennis, PS 27, Brooklyn, vice president; Della Marsh, PS 9, Brooklyn, treasurer; Arthur A. 
Bryant, De Witt Clinton High School, secretary; and fifteen executive committee members. Of 
these nineteen leaders, ten were primary school teachers, nine women.44Among them was 
Davenport, the objector in the first League meeting, whose absorption suggests a dissent-
welcoming culture, especially since the following year she was elected League vice president.  
That spring the League began to address working conditions by establishing fourteen committees 
tasked with issues such as the poor physical condition of schools, classroom overcrowding, 
teacher salaries and ratings, “the excess of clerical labor,” the status of women teachers, ongoing 
professional training, and schools’ “relation to the real needs of life in the present era.”45  
The Teachers’ League conceived of itself not as a union but a broad educational 
association seeking a democratic transformation of the educational system. While it meant to 
43 “A.F. of L. Favors Teachers’ Union,” New York Tribune, Feb. 28, 1916, p. 4.
44 Pension Meeting Held By Teachers,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Feb. 14, 1913, p. 2; “Teachers 
League Elects Officers,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, March 8, 1913, p. 21; “Women Teachers Favor 
McKee Bills,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, March 8, 1913, p. 21; “Teachers’ League Elects,” 
Brooklyn Daily Eagle, March 14, 1913, p. 2; “Another Teachers’ Forum,” School, March 13, 
1913, p. 256; “Education Notes,” New York Times, May 12, 1914, p. 16. 
45 “Teachers League Committees,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, March 27, 1913, p. 3; “Education 
Notes,” New York Times, April 11, 1913, p. 18; “Work of Teachers League,” Brooklyn Daily 
Eagle, April 11, 1913, p. 10.
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assist in “the struggle of the teachers against overbearing rule,” it was open to principals (even, 
in theory, to superintendents) so long as they were willing to accept the principle of teacher 
participation in management and welcome teachers’ assertiveness on policy matters, such as 
curricular reform.46 “Teachers Want to Upset Old System” and “Teachers Seeking Power” read 
headlines in the Brooklyn Daily Eagle, a newspaper that produced detailed coverage of education 
and was favorably disposed toward the Teachers’ League because owned by William Randolph 
Hearst, then still in his quasi-radical phase.47 The League’s widely reproduced “revolutionary 
programme of reform” proposed that each school elect its principal and that school policies be 
submitted to teachers’ votes, replacing what the League called the “ideal dominant today,” 
namely “autocracy—sometimes benevolent, very often lax, and frequently tyrannical.”48 In May 
1913, two moderates who thought a modestly consultative role more fitting resigned from the 
League’s executive committee, one being Tonsor. The others remained purposeful, Davenport 
telling a reporter, “We will advocate the appointment of an actual classroom teacher to the 
district board, now made up mostly of doctors and lawyers.”49  
As demand for teacher representation gained momentum, the Board of Education 
responded at the end of the school year by announcing a Teachers’ Council of elected 
representatives drawn from all the many teachers’ organizations.50  The Teachers’ League sent 
46 Linville to Susan W. Fitzgerald, Feb. 16, 1913, folder 1913, box 2, Linville Papers; 
“Democratize the Course of Study,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, April 16, 1913, p. 25.
47 “Teachers Want to Upset Old System,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, 1 May 1913, p. 23; “Teachers 
Seeking Power,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, 6 May 1913, p. 23.
48 “Education Notes,” New York Times, 7 May 1913, p. 17.
49 “Teachers Dodged Pension Meetings,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, 10 May 1913, p. 19.
50 “The Advisory Council,” School, June 5, 1913, pp. 371-72.
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dozens of delegates to the Council’s establishing conference that autumn.51  At the same time, it 
objected to the Teachers’ Council’s advisory status, with all final decisions left to the Board of 
Education and Board of Superintendents.52 “It may make a thousand suggestions,” wrote 
Linville, “but it has no power to carry out a single one of them.”53  At school level, the League 
was heartened by some principals introducing new school councils that gave teachers 
opportunity to share in management, although one League member, David O’Keefe, fought 
charges of gross insubordination filed against him by his principal at Jamaica High School.54  
League members continued to chafe at arbitrary authority and lack of control over work, as 
indicated by the titles of announced talks in May 1914 by Sarah H. Fahey, PS 147, Brooklyn, 
and Grace E. Spurr, PS 81, Queens: “The Prevalence of Large Classes and the Effect of them 
Upon the Teacher’s Work and Health” and “The Effect of Unintelligent and Petty Supervision 
Upon the Rating of Teachers.”55  
Self-management was the guiding thread of the League’s vision. One example is the 
vexed issue of teacher ratings.56 Some members proposed that instead of principals and 
superintendents carrying them out, teachers evaluate one another; the League as a whole passed a 
unanimous resolution in favor of abolishing ratings altogether since, as J. Edward Mayman, PS 
51 “What About New Council?” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Oct. 14, 1913, p. 25; “Teachers Meet to 
Elect Delegates,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Oct. 21, 1913, p. 23; “Teachers League’s Executive 
Committee and Delegates,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Nov. 3, 1913, p. 7.
52 “New York Teacher’s Council Has No Authority to Act,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Jan. 2, 1914, 
p. 23.
53 Linville, “The Teachers’ Council,” American Teacher 2 (Sept. 1913), 103.
54 “Teachers League Meeting,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Mar. 10, 1914, p. 23; “O’Keefe Will Get 
Pay,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, July 9, 1914, p. 11; “Brooklyn Class Rooms Badly Overcrowded,” 
Brooklyn Daily Eagle, June 6, 1914, p. 12. 
55 “Education Notes,” New York Times, May 2, 1914, p. 16.
56 Teacher ratings were a potent issue; see Gruenberg, “Supervision and the Teaching 
Profession,” American Teacher 3, no. 6 (June 1914): 82-87; Davenport, “Rating and Promotion 
of Teachers,” American Teacher 3, no. 8 (Oct. 1914): 113-117.
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64, Manhattan, put it, “no human being should have such power over another.”57 Social analysis 
was also crucial to League analysis. Alexander Fichandler—a League member and principal of 
PS 165, Brooklyn, where the teachers’ council was renowned for its democracy (later supporting 
unionization)—ascribed overcrowded school facilities to “the opposition of the real estate 
interests to the increased tax budget.”58 Social consciousness extended even to pedagogy. Sam 
Schmalhausen, an English teacher at DeWitt Clinton High School born to Jewish immigrant 
parents on the Lower East Side, contributed an American Teacher article advising teachers to 
guard against their inner capacity to become unduly punitive against miscreant students, instead 
recommending a sympathetic, humane search for “the motives behind the act, and more 
important still, the offender’s personal and environmental history.”59
Pregnancy, Free Speech, Pensions: Precipitants of Unionism
That the Teachers’ League would convert itself from a broad association into a labor 
union was not premeditated but arose out of a confluence of developments, local and national, 
that came to a head by 1915 and 1916.  Pay was an element: the League joined other associations 
in protest against a move to compel the teaching of summer school without additional pay in 
1914, and the American Teacher ran occasional articles on salaries.60 However, what most 
57 “How to Rate Teachers:  Present Method is Bad the Unanimous Verdict,” Brooklyn Daily 
Eagle, May 19, 1914, p. 23; “Hearing on Rating Teachers,” School, May 21, 1914, p. 362; 
“Teachers Have Grievances,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, June 6, 1914, p. 19; “Too Much Power for 
the Principal,” School, June 11, 1914, p. 412.  
58 “Brooklyn Class Rooms Are Badly Overcrowded,” The Standard Union, June 6, 1914, p. 12.
59 Sam Schmalhausen, “The Ethics of Wrongdoing,” American Teacher 3 (May 1914), 67.
60 “Against Extra Summer Work,” School, Oct. 29, 1914, p. 75; “Churchill and Officials Get 
Teachers’ Protests,” Brooklyn Citizen, Oct. 26, 1914, p. 8; Gruenberg, “The Dilemma of the 
Teachers’ Pay,” American Teacher 3, no. 8 (Oct. 1914): 117-120, 126; David H. Holmes, 
“Teachers’ Pay—A Historical View,” American Teacher 3, no. 10 (Dec. 1914): 148-150.
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propelled New York City teachers toward unionism was a controversy over the freedom of 
women teachers to opt for motherhood. Second and closely related was the right of teachers to 
freedom of speech, including to criticize the Board of Education. Pensions were a third critical 
issue. On each of these points, the Teachers’ League not only contested Board policy but staked 
out a position substantially different from that of other teachers’ associations, in particular 
Strachan and the Interborough Association. Insofar as those differences corresponded to division 
between high school and elementary school teachers, the Teachers’ League demonstrably 
reflected the interests of women and primary school teachers, who lent it their support.
It is not wholly coincidental that 1913, the year the Teachers’ League was created, is 
when the word feminism had its breakthrough in American culture, as Nancy Cott suggests.61 
Teaching was an occupation often pursued by young, unmarried women expected to resign 
should they marry.  The supposition that women teachers would be “inefficient” in their 
professional duties if distracted by obligations to husband and children—and, conversely, that 
married teachers working outside the home would neglect their maternal and wifely duties— led 
the Board of Education to adopt a policy against hiring married women, permitting women 
teachers to marry only after a definite period of service, and discouraging motherhood.  In 1913, 
Bridget C. Peixotto, a married teacher at PS 14, Bronx, was discharged for going absent from 
school to give birth. “Time was when women who married and took up the burdens of the 
conjugal relation expected thereafter to devote themselves to the care of their children,” 
editorialized the New York Times, lamenting that “our public school system is a victim of that 
comparatively new and distressing malady called feminism.”62  Peixotto appealed in the courts 
61 Nancy F. Cott, The Grounding of Modern Feminism (New Haven, 1987), 13-50.
62 “Married School Teachers,” New York Times, Nov. 15, 1913, p. 10.
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while other teacher-mothers resigned in fear and the Board of Education identified for additional 
discharge fourteen elementary and two high-school teachers.63 The circle around The American 
Teacher consistently editorialized on behalf of the rights of these women to keep their positions, 
holding, as Sophie Matsner Gruenberg expressed it in the Socialist press, that “anything that 
interferes with the normal sexual or maternal life of women is socially undesirable.”64  
At its inception in 1913, the Teachers’ League  established a committee on the status of 
married women chaired by Rodman (Figures 3 and 4), a League executive member and early 
embracer of feminist identity. Rodman also chaired the League committee on vocational 
guidance, which proposed a radical new curriculum covering wages, industrial conditions, labor 
movements, and workers’ rights.65 She created her own League for the Civic Service of Women 
in 1913 to advocate for the rights of teachers to be married, with Linville an active member.66 
Rodman’s passion explains why in October 1914, as Peixotto’s appeal and Board reprisals 
against pregnant teachers crescendoed, the Teachers’ League became the first of the city’s forty-
five teacher associations to support the reproductive and maternal rights of teachers, passing a 
63 “Teacher Mother on Trial,” New York Times, June 11, 1913, p. 7; “Maxwell Reports Mother 
Teachers,” New York Times, Oct. 23, 1913, p. 20; “ ‘Teacher-Mother’ Case Up to Finley,” 
Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Nov. 11, 1914, p. 2.
64 Sidonie Matzner Gruenberg,“Mothers as Teachers,” New York Call, Nov. 30, 1913, p. 15; 
“Married Women as Teachers,” American Teacher 2 (Nov. 1913), 130-133; “Dodging Issues,” 
American Teacher 2 (Nov. 1913), 137; “Wives and Women as Teachers,” American Teacher 3 
(April 1914), 57; “Mother-Teachers Again,” American Teacher 3 (Dec. 1914), 155.  Gruenberg 
was Benjamin Gruenberg’s spouse and author of such works on early childhood education as 
Your Child Today and Tomorrow (Philadelphia, 1913) and Sons and Daughters (New York, 
1916).
65 “Teachers League Elects,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, March 14, 1913, p. 2; “Teachers League 
Active,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, April 12, 1913, p. 21; “Wants Vocational Guidance,” Brooklyn 
Daily Eagle, March 14, 1914, p. 3; “Radical Teachers Would Let Pupils Face Labor Truths,” 
New York Call, March 14, 1914, p. 3.
66 “To Aid Married Teachers,” New York Times, April 19, 1913, p. 3; “Motherhood Held as a 
Civic Service,” New York Times, June 28, 1913, p. 7.
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resolution stating, “Bringing charges of neglect of duty against teachers who are absent in the 
fulfillment of their God-given duty, maternity, is contrary to the interests of the teachers, the 
schools, and the community.”67 As the Brooklyn Daily Eagle reported, “The teacher-mothers 
have the support of one teachers association, the Teachers’ League.”68 By contrast, Strachan 
objected to the idea of married teachers in the schools and supported the prohibition against 
pregnancy. “If a vote were taken among the women teachers in the city today, 95 percent of them 
would vote in favor of the Board’s decision,” she posited to an audience of four hundred 
gathered to discuss the policies, evoking hisses and laughter.  “I declare that the married woman 
who teaches and at the same time attempts to bear children is both unwise and immoral in 
attempting to serve two masters.”69  
Entirely free of any such concern for bourgeois propriety, Rodman was a Greenwich 
Village radical and the subject of colorful press coverage for founding a Feminist Alliance that 
sought to build an apartment house that would include on-site childcare, as well as for retaining 
her own name after a matrimony she defiantly kept secret for a few months from the Board of 
Education.70 Floyd Dell, editor of The Masses, credited Rodman with the genesis of Greenwich 
67 “School Notes,” Standard Union, Oct. 24, 1914, p. 11; “Teachers League in Protest,” Sun, Oct. 
24, 1914, p. 9.  
68 “Support Teacher-Mothers,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Oct. 24, 1914, p. 6.
69 “Hiss Miss Strachan at School Meeting,” Standard Union, 14 Nov. 1914; “Teachers Hiss 
Grace Strachan,” New York Tribune, 14 Nov. 1914; “Hiss Miss Strachan in Public Meeting,” 
Brooklyn Daily Eagle, 14 Nov. 1914.
70 Patricia A. Carter has published three valuable articles on Rodman’s feminist and pedagogical 
activism, though like all else on Rodman they do not mention her Teachers’ League organizing: 
“Henrietta Rodman and the Fight to Further Women’s Economic Autonomy,” in Women 
Educators, Leaders, and Activists: Educational Lives and Networks, 1900-1960, ed. Tanya 
Fitzgerald and Elizabeth M. Smith (New York, 2014): 152-178; “From Single to Married: 
Feminist Teachers’ Response to Family/Work Conflict in Early Twentieth-Century New York 
City,” History of Education Quarterly  56, no. 1 (Feb. 2016): 36-60; and “Guiding the Working-
Class Girl: Henrietta Rodman’s Curriculum for the New Woman, 1913,” Frontiers  38, no. 1 
(2017): 124-155.
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Village as a bohemian center for art and radical politics by her moving the Liberal Club there in 
1913. “People laughed at her a good deal,” wrote Dell, “and loved her very much indeed, and 
followed at her beck into the beautiful and absurd schemes she was forever inventing.”71  As the 
Board moved to discharge mother-teachers, Rodman published a letter in the New York Tribune 
accusing its all-male commissioners of “mother-baiting,” a “game” she termed “rather rough”: 
“Like wife-beating, which used to be so popular, it is always played for the good of the 
woman.”72 Charged by her principal with insubordination and gross misconduct, Rodman was 
suspended without pay for the remainder of the school year, and the Board sustained that 
decision on December 22 despite her objections that it violated her democratic rights.73 Although 
many in the League thought Rodman’s form of expression “over-enthusiastic,” they thought 
suspension and loss of salary unduly harsh.74  A few days later, an undaunted Rodman presided 
over her Feminist Alliance’s Christmas ball at which women were to dress in trousers or as they 
otherwise pleased. Linville—himself a feminist who was active, among his other commitments, 
in the Men’s League for Woman Suffrage—was present, and an announcement was made to all 
that the next Teachers’ League meeting would address freedom of speech.75
At “Free Speech in the Public Schools,” on January 22, 1915, more than six hundred 
League members approved a resolution that teachers contribute $10 a month to restitute Rodman 
for her projected $1,800 salary loss, and recommended that the Teachers’ Council, not the Board 
71 Floyd Dell, Love in Greenwich Village (New York, 1926), 18-19.
72 Henrietta Rodman, “Sporting Note,” New York Tribune, Nov. 10, 1914.
73 “Miss Rodman’s Pen Again Jabs Board,” New York Tribune, Nov. 23, 1914.
74 “Satire and its Punishment,” American Teacher 4 (Jan. 1915), 16.
75 “Wear Trousers Effect Garb at Feminist Ball,” Sun, Dec. 27, 1914, p. 12; “Suffragists Plan a 
Big Pageant,” Brooklyn Citizen, March 5, 1914.  
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of Education, should judge her case.76  Gilman faulted the Board, saying, “We have here an 
instance of the offended party acting as prosecutor, judge, and executioner—an arrangement 
quite incompatible with justice.”77 Linville warned that freedom of speech would only create a 
“misleading” situation for teachers who would remain vulnerable unless autocracy were replaced 
by democracy.78  At stake, then, were the rights of women teachers to remain employed as 
mothers, the rights of teachers to criticize the administrative hierarchy, and the crying need, 
amplified by the Interborough Association’s abdication, for an effective organization of teacher 
self-defense—all showing the necessity of educational self-government and pointing toward 
unionism.  When the wealthy suffragist sponsor Mrs. O. H. P. Belmont held a benefit for 
Rodman, she recommended a teachers’ union in a statement suggestive of Rodman’s coaching. 
The New York Times placed it atop its first page:  “Let the teachers form a union, and then if a 
teacher-mother is obliged to absent herself from her school duties and the School Board will not 
give its consent the teachers can go on strike. If the teachers all strike together, the Board of 
Education will come to terms very quickly.  With a union they would also very soon get women 
teachers on the board, where they ought to be.”79 Such negative publicity led the Board to 
reverse course by February 1915, restoring all dismissed mother-teachers to employment and 
allowing maternity leave. It was a tremendous victory, except that the leave was for a mandatory 
two years—a sanction in its own right, leaving the American Teacher to object that women 
76 “Miss Rodman to be Paid $1800 by Teachers,” Times Union, Jan. 23, 1915, p. 2; “Teachers to 
Pay Miss Rodman’s Fine,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, 23 Jan. 1915; “Freedom of Speech,” American 
Teacher 4 (Feb. 1915), 25.
77 Gilman, “Freedom of Speech a Public Safeguard,” American Teacher 4 (March 1915), 36.
78 Linville, “Freedom of Speech,” American Teacher 4 (Feb. 1915), 20-22.
79 “Mrs. Belmont Urges a Teachers’ Union,” New York Times, Jan. 28, 1915, p. 1.
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should be able to choose their own span of maternity leave.80 On free speech, the teachers did not 
even achieve a half-victory. Rodman, still suspended from her duties, wrote an education column 
for the New York Tribune in which she promoted the League and continued to criticize various 
Board policies, income from the column obviating the need for teachers to pay her salary. The 
League grew to six hundred members.81 
The year 1913 also saw crisis mount as the city’s pension fund for teachers, founded in 
1901 to complement those for police and firefighters, entered insolvency. The League’s pension 
committee was initially chaired by the 37-year-old Davenport (Figure 5), whom the 1920 census 
records as residing with Margaret E. Sterling, a dress designer, in Greenwich Village at 49 West 
12th Street. Pensions mattered to every teacher but were especially vital for women who, like 
Davenport, lived independently or with other women. Davenport also exemplified the 
increasingly credentialed quality of the teaching profession. Schooled in Phelps, New York, she 
attended Cornell University in 1894-95, graduated from the New York state normal school at 
Cortland in 1898, taught high school in Herkimer and Conatosta, New York, and was an 
instructor at the state normal school in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, before studying a year under 
psychologist G. Stanley Hall at Clark University in Worcester, Massachusetts, in 1902-1903, 
obtaining a Bachelor of Science degree from Teachers College, Columbia University, in 1904, 
and teaching at and directing a West Virginia state normal school in 1905-1907. After taking a 
position at the New York Training School for Teachers, she obtained an M.A. in psychology 
80 “Mother Teachers All Get Jobs Back,” New York Times, Feb. 11, 1915, p. 9; “Mother Teacher 
Forward,” American Teacher 4 (Jan. 1915): 11; “Motherhood and the Profession,” American 
Teacher  4 (Feb. 1915), 27-28; Carter, “Everybody’s Paid But the Teacher,” 118-124.
81 Rodman, “School ‘Democracy’? It Exists in Theory,” New York Tribune, Feb. 8, 1915, p. 5.
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from Columbia in 1912.82  Davenport established the Teachers’ Pension Publicity Bureau just 
prior to joining the Teachers’ League, and as its president and chair of the League’s pensions 
committee she spoke, together with Gruenberg and Pratt, at a four-hour hearing in December 
1913 that drew one thousand teachers to Education Hall at Park Avenue and 59th Street to object 
to a new pension bill introduced in the state legislature.83 
The Teachers’ League advocated a teacher representative on the Board of Retirement to 
replace one of the principals currently representing teachers, while Davenport laid out principles 
for proceeding carefully on the question: “Our pension bill must be sound.  It must be 
sufficiently reasonable in its demands upon the city and state as to insure its support by the 
mayor and governor. It must be sufficiently fair in its demands upon the salaries of the teachers 
so as to secure their approval.”84  By August 1915, however, city controller William A. 
Prendergast halved the pensions of all 1,549 retired teachers while the system disallowed new 
retirements.85 That year, the League pension committee leadership passed from Davenport to 
Frederick Z. Lewis, a science teacher at Boys High, Brooklyn, who also chaired the Central 
82 Davenport registrar cards (Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections, Cornell University, 
Ithaca, New York); State Normal and Training School commencement program, June 28, 1898 
(Archives, SUNY Cortland); Register, Clark University (Worcester, Mass., 1903), p. 10;  
Davenport folder, box B1-6-4, G. Stanley Hall Collection (Archives, Clark University, 
Worcester, Mass.); Davenport alumni federation card (Archives, Columbia University); “Miss 
Isabel Davenport,” Fairmont West Virginian, June 30, 1906, p. 1; 1920 U.S. Federal Census, 
New York, New York, Manhattan Assembly District 10,  www.ancestry.com .
83 “Against the Pension Bill,” School, Dec. 11, 1913, p. 155; “Teachers Assail Retirement Bill,” 
New York Times, Dec. 9, 1913, p. 8; “New Pension Bill Hasn’t Any Friends,” Brooklyn Daily 
Eagle, Dec. 9, 1913, p. 25; “Teachers Oppose Retirement Bill,” Brooklyn Citizen, Dec. 9, 1913, 
p. 6.
84 “Pension Meeting Held by Teachers,” Brooklyn Citizen, Feb. 14, 1914, p. 2; “Grade Pensions 
Downward,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Feb. 18, 1914, p. 21; “Discuss Pensions,” Brooklyn Daily 
Eagle, Mar. 13, 1914, p. 14; “School Notes,” Standard Union, Oct. 22, 1914, p. 14.
85 “Teachers’ Pension Fund Bankrupt,” New York Tribune, August 8, 1915, p. 9
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Pension Committee, a 150-teacher body advisory to the Board of Education.86  Lewis blamed the 
crisis on the Board spending $2 million of the teachers’ pensions fund for extraneous purposes.87
In the intricate pensions debate that ensued, myriad questions arose.  The Teachers’ 
League backed a bill that would entail one-third of the cost being borne by teachers and two-
thirds by the system, compensate those withdrawing from the system after five years of service 
or because of disability, and allow a varied payout based on an elective retirement age from 
forty-eight to seventy after thirty years of service, rather than a fixed age.88  Strachan, through 
the Interborough Association and the Federation of Teachers Associations (FTA), a coalition 
whose committee on pensions she chaired, recommended that teacher contributions be gradated 
by rank and the pension based on final salary.  She maintained that what teachers sought was a 
pension and not an insurance annuity.89  Citing “hazy ideas” and “confusion,” the American 
Teacher disputed the meaning of any such distinction since pensions are annuities.  The League 
advocated a “scientific” approach, or what would later be termed actuarial soundness, rather than 
86 Davenport vanishes from further mention in teacher organizations but likely remained on to 
join the Teachers Union since she was investigated in 1918 for failure to sign a loyalty oath. In 
1923, she was awarded a Ph.D. in psychology by Columbia University and published her social-
psychological examination of sexual knowledge in young women in both academic and popular 
forms before relocating to Sterling’s home town of Rochester, New York, suggesting they may 
have had a same-sex relationship.  “Won’t Reopen Case of Ousted Teachers,” New York Times, 
Jan. 17, 1918, p. 22; F. I. Davenport, Adolescent Interests:  A Study of Sexual Interests and 
Knowledge of Young Women (New York, 1923); Isabel Davenport, Salvaging of American 
Girlhood:  A Substitution of Normal Psychology for Superstition and Mysticism in the Education 
of Girls (New York, 1924); Christina Simmons, Making Marriage Modern: Women’s Sexuality 
from the Progressive Era to World War II (Oxford, 2009), 40-43.
87 Rodman, “Fosdick Wakes Up Education Board,” New York Tribune, March 11, 1915, p. 7.
88 “Some Proposed Pension Legislation,” American Teacher 4 (May 1915), 74; “Mr. Lewis 
Corrects Some Statements,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, March 30, 1915, p. 22. 
89 “Teachers to Reply to Mayor Mitchell,” New York Times, June 16, 1915, p. 5.
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wish-list postulations.90  The key differences between the League and Strachan were over 
whether all teachers should pay an equal percentage of salary and then receive the same “flat 
pension” based on years of service, as Lewis and the League judged most equitable, or contribute 
by grade of service and receive a pension at half-salary, as Strachan and the FTA advocated, 
which would mean substantial, even extravagant, pensions for the upper echelons and inadequate 
ones for most teachers.91
The stage was set for a clash, one that erupted first—and explosively—within the 
Teachers’ League itself, which had a new president in David H. Holmes, an Eastern District 
High School teacher of Latin. Why Linville stepped down is unclear, but Holmes was a League 
stalwart, having made the motion that teachers should absorb Rodman’s salary loss and chaired 
the League committee on organization, where he was outspoken on behalf of teacher 
representation. His presidency, however, was tempestuous and brief.  When Holmes took the 
helm in May 1915, Fahey was vice president and Linville remained on the executive committee 
along with Gruenberg and Rodman; the nineteen leaders in total included eleven women and 
eleven elementary school teachers.92  The altercation came in January 1916 at the height of the 
pension crisis, when Holmes launched an ad hominem attack on Lewis, stating that the flat-
pension proposition would be “gratifying to the insurance companies of New York” and city 
leaders—“with both of which groups of altruists Mr. Lewis confesses he has been in close touch 
for several months, if not years past.”93  Lewis branded this a falsehood at a Teachers’ League 
90 “Pensions,” American Teacher 2 (April 1913), 62-63; “Pensions,” American Teacher 3 (Jan. 
1914), 9-10; “Pensions for Teachers,” American Teacher 4 (Nov. 1915), 139-140; “Pension 
Problems—II,” American Teacher 4 (Dec. 1915), 148-150.
91 Rodman, “Gardens Grow on Ugly Lots,” New York Tribune, May 18, 1915, p. 5.
92 “Teachers League Officers,” School, May 27, 1915, p. 364.
93 “Holmes and Lewis in Pension Fight,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Jan. 26, 1916, p. 24.
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membership meeting on January 29 at which the two men “nearly came to blows,” according to 
one press report. The League upheld Lewis against its president, with a resolution advocating 
that “the pension should not be dependent on the amount of value received, but should be alike 
for all after a definite period of service and at the same age of retirement.”94  This view was to be 
forwarded to the FTA pensions committee, on which Holmes sat with Strachan, but Holmes 
refused. (It may have bearing that Strachan was his district supervisor and that as a longtime 
high-school teacher he would have personally benefited from her favored pensions policy.)  
When the executive committee criticized his failure to carry out the will of League members, he 
resigned, and Linville was appointed interim president. The League was increasingly estranged 
from the FTA, calling it “undemocratic” because most presidents of teachers’ associations were 
principals and superintendents, a composition reflected in their preferred form of pensions, 
which an anonymous circular called a “principals’ measure.”95  For all the tumult, the moment 
was not without humor, as when the American Teacher, in an advertisement most likely the work 
of Schmalhausen as circulation manager, declared itself for “Pensions (before dying).”96
Launching the Teachers Union
At a meeting on February 25, 1916, hundreds of Teachers’ League members unanimously 
repudiated the pension bill favored by the FTA and accepted Holmes’s resignation, electing 
Linville to serve out the term as president. The League then called upon all New York City 
94 “League Squabbles Over Pensions,” Standard Union, Jan. 30, 1916, p. 8. 
95 “Holmes No Longer League President,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Feb. 7, 1916, p. 22; “Teachers 
Ready to Compromise,” Brooklyn Daily Times, Feb. 26, 1916, p. 3; “Teachers to Protest at 
Pension Measure,” New York Call, March 31, 1916, p. 3.
96 Schmalhausen signed similar back-page advertisements that year in the same sardonic style. 
“Common Sense,” American Teacher  5 (April 1916), 48.  
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teachers to join the two million workers in the American Federation of Labor (AFL), with 
Linville announcing an upcoming teachers’ meeting with Samuel Gompers, AFL president. Not 
only were pensions on teachers’ minds, so were job security and salary. A budget crisis meant 
that the city controller was threatening school staff reductions and openly contemplating salary 
cuts of 10-20 percent, against which the League defended tenure and salary preservation.  The 
labor movement, Linville posited, was a logical ally in this fight given its longstanding support 
for free public education:  “The fact that the trade unions in this country, as in England, have 
always opposed retrenchments in education should be remembered by teachers who have tried 
the method of gaining support from political bodies in power and have found that method 
uncertain and rapidly diminishing in value.” At the same time, the League continued to press its 
core original aim of educational self-management, unanimously passing a resolution calling upon 
the Board of Education “to establish the rule of submitting propositions affecting the interests of 
teachers to a referendum vote of the entire teaching staff.”97  
The first issue of the American Teacher in 1912 had included an article on “Teachers’ 
Movements Abroad,” informing readers of a European union federation of more than 500,000 
teachers in fourteen countries, including Germany, England, and France.98 Subsequent articles 
reported on England’s National Union of Teachers and teacher unions in Cleveland and 
elsewhere.99  Such instances functioned more as beacons of hope than models for emulation until 
97 Linville, “Gompers to Talk to Teachers; To Answer Questions on A.F. of L.,” Brooklyn Daily 
Eagle, Feb. 28, 1916, p. 21; “Labor Union for Teachers,” Times Union, Feb. 11, 1916, p. 7; 
“A.F. of L. Favors Teachers’ Union,” New York Tribune, Feb. 28, 1916, p. 4.
98 P. R. Radoslavljevich, “Teachers’ Movements Abroad,” American Teacher 1, no. 1 (1912): 1-
2.  
99 Benjamin Morrison, “The Cleveland School Board and the Teachers Union,” American 
Teacher 3 (Sept. 1914), 98-99; Clara E. Grant, “Teachers’ Unions in England,” American 
Teacher 4, no. 5 (May 1915): 66-67.
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autumn 1915, when Gompers urged American teachers to join unions.100 Alone out of all New 
York teacher associations, the Teachers’ League took up Gompers’s call, and the American 
Teacher was a strong advocate of unionism from then on, trumpeting the Chicago success story 
and running articles by AFL writers.101  It may seem odd that Gompers, the conservative 
embodiment of male-centered craft organization and pure-and-simple business unionism, might 
enter into a partnership with a group of teachers seasoned by socialism and feminism.  One way 
to reconcile this would be to follow recent creative interpretations and cast Gompers as a 
radical.102  Given Gompers’s demonstrable antipathy to socialism, however, the convergence is 
better understood as an alliance of convenience. The wily Gompers, knowing that New York 
would be but one local in a national teachers’ union, sought to use radicals to build the AFL, 
while the New York teachers, supportive of organized labor, knew that a number of AFL unions 
were Socialist-led and opposed to Gompers.103 As for Strachan, she repudiated unionization as 
unprofessional, instead associating with the National Education Association. “If we were in a 
union,” she told New York’s teachers, “we might be asked to strike, and no matter how we may 
100 “Rally Call to All Teachers is Sent Forth by Gompers,” New York Call, Sept. 13, 1915, p. 1.
101 John C. Kennedy, “Labor Unions and the Schools,” American Teacher 4 (Oct. 1915): 116-
118; J. L. Engdahl, “Chicago Teachers Federation,” American Teacher 4 (Oct. 1915), 118-120; 
“Chicago Teachers and the Public Welfare,” American Teacher 4 (Nov. 1915), 133-35; Hugh 
Frayne, “Public School Teachers in Affiliation with the American Federation of Labor,” 
American Teacher 5 (Feb. 1916): 18-19; Frederick Miller, “Teachers’ Unions at Work,” 
American Teacher 5  (Feb. 1916): 19-23; Charles Zueblin, “Unionization of Public Servants,” 
American Teacher 5 (Feb. 1916): 23; “An Appeal for a Teachers Union,” American Teacher 5 
(Feb. 1916): 24.
102 Dorothy Sue Cobble, “Pure and Simple Radicalism:  Putting the Progressive Era AFL in its 
Time,” Labor 10 (2013),  61-87;  Richard Schneirov, “Uncovering the Contradictions in Samuel 
Gompers’s ‘More’: Reading ‘What Does Labor Want?’” Journal of the Gilded Age and 
Progressive Era  18 (2019), 99-119.
103 Blanche Rinehart, “Mr. Gompers and the Teachers,” Changing Education 1 (summer 1966), 
12-17; Robert Hunter, Labor in Politics (Chicago, 1915); David J. Saposs, Left Wing Unionism 
(New York, 1926): 33-47; John Laslett, Labor and the Left: A Study of Socialist and Radical 
Influences in the American Labor Movement, 1881-1924 (New York, 1970).  
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feel about the treatment we receive at the hands of the city or the state, we would never think of 
walking out and leaving these boys and girls without teachers.”104  Superintendent William A. 
Maxwell also conjured the spectre of strikes, and the press was uniformly hostile; even the 
Brooklyn Daily Eagle editorialized against unionization.105
Nonetheless, two thousand teachers filled the auditorium of Washington Irving High 
School in Manhattan on March 10 to form a union. A few days before, Gompers spoke to one 
hundred teachers who braved a severe storm to meet him at DeWitt Clinton High School, 
explaining that musicians, too, had resisted the idea that they were of the “laboring class” but 
found in unionism an expression of their profession, and that the AFL had a record of winning 
higher compensation and child labor laws, making it the natural ally of teachers.106  “There is not 
the slightest danger of your union being called out on a sympathetic strike,” Gompers told them, 
saying the decision would always be that of teachers, not the AFL.107  Later that night, at a 
dinner at the Longacre Hotel on Forty-Seventh Street, Gompers gave an earthy rejoinder to 
worries that a union would lower the profession: “Hodcarriers get more money than teachers.”108  
At the March 10 mass meeting, Linville declared, “We must throw off the unjust 
domination of superiors and acquire a self-respecting independence by organizing.”  He objected 
104 “Teachers Against New Constitution,” New York Times, Oct. 2, 1915, p. 5.  For further 
statements by Strachan against unionization, see “Ask Teachers to Join Labor Union,” Standard 
Union, Dec. 11, 1915, p. 2; “A.F. of L. Favors Teachers’ Union,” New York Tribune, Feb. 28, 
1916, p. 4. 
105 “A School Teachers’ Union,” New York Tribune, Feb. 28, 1916, p. 8; “Dr. Maxwell Counsels 
Teachers Not to Form a Union,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, March 8, 1916, p. 26; “Dr. Maxwell on a 
Teachers Union,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, March 9, 1916, p. 6.
106 “Education Notes,” New York Times, Mar. 5, 1916, p. 22; “Teachers’ Union Urged by 
Gompers,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, March 7, 1916, p. 26.
107 “P.S. Teachers Urged by Gombers [sic] to Join Labor Federation,” Evening World, March 7, 
1916, p. 10.
108 “Gompers Wins Teachers,” Sun, March 8, 1916, p. 14.
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to potential cuts and the exploitation of substitute teachers, paid less than a living wage and 
unable to join the regular teaching force. Also addressing the meeting were Margaret A. Haley, 
who attested that in thirteen years of unionism Chicago teachers had never struck and recounted 
the Chicago Federation of Teachers’s uncovering of corporate tax evasion as a budgetary 
solution. Leonora O’Reilly of the WTUL and Hugh Frayne, AFL New York organizer, also 
spoke.  “Time and again,” the Daily Eagle reported, “there were spontaneous outbursts of 
applause showing that the orators had struck some responsive chord when they spoke of present 
evils in the educational system.”  At a time when the Teachers’ League numbered six hundred 
members, more than one thousand teachers signed cards to join the new union.109  One 
intellectual portrayed it as an organization for “the free teacher, the teacher relieved of 
supervisory persecution,” and “a power towards democracy in our schools.”110
Linville claimed that the Teachers Union, unlike other teacher associations, represented 
“the rank and file of teachers.”111  The unfolding pension dispute reveals that this was no empty 
boast.  Strachan and the FTA backed a bill in the state legislature that the Teachers Union, at 
meeting of more than five hundred teachers at De Witt Clinton High School, opposed as a 
hardship upon the lowest-paid teachers while objecting that its salary deduction was “exorbitant” 
and that it made no provision made for dependents in case of death.112  The League’s 
protestations that the bill had never been put before teachers led school officials to organize a 
109 “Union Plea Elicits Teachers’ Cheers,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, March 11, 1916; “Teachers 
Urged to Join A.F.L.,” New York Tribune, March 11, 1916, p. 7; “Teachers Hear Frayne,” New 
York Times, March 11, 1916, p. 5; “1,000 Teachers Join New Labor Union,” Sun, March 11, 
1916, p. 14.
110 Felix Grendon, “The Teachers Organize,” New Review 4 (May 1916), 136-37.
111 Linville, “A School Teachers’ Union,” New York Tribune, Mar. 21, 1916, p. 8.
112 “Hearing on Pension Bill on Wednesday,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, April 1, 1916, p. 9; 
“Teachers Fight Pension Plan,” New York Call, April 1, 1916, p. 2.
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referendum.  Of 18,856 total votes cast in 480 schools, 10,847 opposed the pension bill and 
7,901 favored it. All eight associate superintendents and all 26 district superintendents voted for 
it, as did 1,256 of 1,985 high school teachers and 120 of 153 training school instructors, while 
elementary school teachers opposed it by 10,104 votes of 16,684 total.113 The Teachers Union, it 
was now plain, better represented the younger, lesser-paid, and heavily female workforce of 
elementary school teachers. Strachan blamed rejection of her agenda on “selfishness, socialism, 
envy, jealousy, and personalities,” while other observers remarked that the vote signified the 
eclipse of her once-great influence and the emergence of women teachers as an independent 
power more aligned with the union.114  The FTA nevertheless kept pressing for its bill in Albany 
as Strachan, according to Socialist assemblyman Abraham I. Shiplacoff, “attempted to make a 
race issue of the bill, saying that the Jewish teachers opposed it.”115 The Teachers Union, backed 
by the State Federation of Labor, prevailed when the legislature narrowly defeated the 
proposal.116
The union’s first elected president was Linville, with Lewis as vice president, Alexander 
Rosen, PS 27, Bronx, corresponding secretary, and Jennie Schmalhausen (Sam’s sister), PS 4, 
Bronx, treasurer. The executive board was comprised of Mayman; Nathaniel Fogg, PS 169, 
Manhattan; Marion D. Kelley, PS 165, Brooklyn; Rose Lichterman, PS 47, Bronx; Sara 
McDermott, PS 171, Manhattan; and Aaron Keil, PS 70, Manhattan.117 Thus, eighty percent of 
the first Teachers Union leaders were elementary-school teachers, forty percent women, and 
113 “Teachers Vote 10 to 7 Against Pension Bill,” Evening World, April 17, 1916, p. 3; “Teachers 
Against Plan for Pensions,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, April 17, 1916, p. 2.  
114 “Bitterness in Pension Fight,” Standard Union, April 16, 1916, p. 11; “Women Teachers 
Learn their Power,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, April 18, 1916, p. 21.
115 “Flags Up Side Down as Socialists Meet,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Oct. 2, 1916, p. 9.
116 “Four Votes Defeat Teachers’ Pensions,” Sun, April 20, 1916, p. 14.
117 “Vote on Officials,” American Teacher 5 (June 1916), 94-95. 
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half—Keil, Lichterman, Mayman, Rosen, and Schmalhausen—Jewish.  The reason for this 
increase in elementary-school and Jewish representation over that in the Teachers’ League is not 
far to seek. The pension stance appealed to primary-school teachers, who were largely drawn 
from working-class families and therefore more likely to be open to unions.  Young Jewish 
graduates of City College and Hunter College were in ever-larger numbers entering a teaching 
corps formerly dominated by Irish and German ethnics, while, simultaneously, the attainments of 
a militant Jewish working class in the garment trades predisposed many Jews toward unions and 
socialist commitment. Moreover, the Teachers Union, unlike some teachers organizations, had 
an ethos of openness, internationalism, egalitarianism, and solidarity.  This universalist, inclusive 
approach, rather than Jewish predominance, is what most distinguished the union at its birth, 
while setting the stage for increasing Jewish density in coming decades.118
Democracy and Unionism
Despite seeming poised for takeoff in 1916, the next few years saw the Teachers Union 
battered.  The American intervention in the First World War of April 1917 was opposed by many 
Teachers Union members, including Rodman, who spoke for the union at a suffragist peace 
rally.119  Dozens declined to sign a Board of Education loyalty oath, prompting Strachan to form 
a Woman Teachers’ Loyalty League.120  She insinuated that disloyal teachers were behind the 
pensions resistance, and in May 1917 the governor signed a measure largely identical to the 
118 Irving Howe, World of Our Fathers (New York, 1976); Hasia Diner, The Jews of the United 
States, 1654 to 2000 (Berkeley, 2004): 71-154; Sherry Gorelick, City College and the Jewish 
Poor: Education in New York, 1880-1924 (New Brunswick, 1981); Meredith Tax, The Rising of 
the Women: Feminist Solidarity and Class Conflict, 1880-1917 (New York, 1980).
119 “Suffs All Stirred Up Over Pacifists,” New York Herald, Feb. 10, 1917, p. 4.
120 “Disloyal Teachers May be Disciplined,” New York Tribune, March 23, 1917, p. 2.
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pension bill she and the FTA had earlier sought, with few modifications. The rank and file of 
teachers nevertheless elected three opponents of the bill, including Lewis, as their sole 
representatives to the new seven-seat Teachers Pension Board (to which Lewis would be re-
elected for decades afterward).121  
The decisive crisis came that November, when three DeWitt Clinton High School 
teachers—Thomas Mufson, A. Henry Schneer, and Samuel D. Schmalhausen—were dismissed 
as disloyal.122 Press accounts framed them as aliens, Socialists, and Jews.123 In defending their 
freedom of thought, the Teachers Union isolated itself from most teachers, Urban claimed.124 For 
a union built upon free speech and democracy, however, it would have been unthinkable to do 
otherwise. Many New York teachers, moreover, came from Irish, German, or Russian Jewish 
communities that were distrustful of Allied war aims. That month, Morris Hillquit, a Socialist 
opponent of the war, achieved 22 percent in the New York City mayoral vote.125 The union’s 
isolation, then, came not from its intrinsic stance so much as from ferocious press hysteria, 
administrative coercion, and a resultant pall of fear. The three discharged teachers could not be 
saved, nor could Benjamin Glassberg in the 1919 Red Scare, when the Teachers Union was 
banned from meeting in the schools.126 
121 “Gov. Whitman Signs Teachers’ Pension Bill; Ignores Fight,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, May 2, 
1917, p. 20; “Teachers Pension Board Harmonious,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, May 20, 1917, p. 16; 
“Frederick Z. Lewis,” Daily News, April 7, 1943, p. 34. Brooks misconstrues the 1917 
legislation as a union victory; Brooks, Towards Dignity, 23-24.
122 “Suspend Three Teachers; Hint Pro-Germanism,” Sun, Nov. 14, 1917, p. 1.
123 “Probe is Begun of Sedition in Public Schools,” Sun, Nov. 19, 1917, pp. 1, 3.
124 Urban, Why Teachers Organized, 106-108.
125 Federick C. Giffin, “Morris Hillquit and the War Issue in the New York Mayoralty Campaign 
of 1917,” International Social Science Review  74 (1999), 115-128.
126 The Trial of the Three Suspended Teachers of the DeWitt Clinton High School (New York, 
n.d.); “Union to Defend Teacher Ousted on Disloyalty Charge,” New York Tribune, Jan. 21, 
1919, p. 5.
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The well-publicized firings of male radical Jewish high-school teachers created a 
corresponding impression of the union’s composition, one reinforced by Abraham Lefkowitz’s 
subsequent prominence as the union’s legislative voice.127 Nonetheless women and elementary 
teachers remained highly active in the Teachers Union. Minutes show significant participation 
by, among others, Mary T. Eaton, PS 11, Brooklyn; Ruth G. Hardy, Girls Commercial High 
School; Johanna Lindlof, PS 183, Manhatttan; and Ava L. Parrott, PS 115, Manhattan. Three of 
the five officers of Local 5 elected in 1920 were women, including Rodman as vice president, as 
were 57% of executive board members (13 of 23); just less than half were Jewish, it would seem, 
as were the two paid staffers, Joseph Jablonower and Lefkowitz.128 
The repression took a grave toll.  When Rodman died of brain cancer at forty-five in 
1923 (with obituaries noting, among other things, her dedication to her black students), it was 
shortly after the Teachers Council attacked her and the Teachers Union as “un-American” for her 
refusal to testify before the Lusk Committee, instrument of the Red Scare.129 Local 5 was 
nevertheless able to survive. It remained the largest AFT local and was extraordinary in the 
1920s for advocating a single salary schedule for all teachers, from primary to secondary 
school.130 New York teacher unionism endured and bided its time strategically until the city’s 
first teachers’ strikes in 1959-62, which produced collective bargaining.131
127 Lefkowitz is often credited as co-founder of the union with Linville, but it was not until the 
following year that he published his first American Teacher article: A. Lefkowitz, “The 
Teachers’ Union: Past and Future,” American Teacher 6 (June 1917): 86-87, 92.
128 Teachers Union minutes of June 16, 1916; May 11, 1917; Jan. 17, 1919; and May 22, 1920, 
microfilm reel R-7435A, United Federation of Teachers Records (Tamiment Library, New York 
University).
129 “Teacher Refuses to Appear Before Lusk Questioners,” Evening World, June 8, 1922, p. 13; 
“Insist on Teachers Quitting the Union,” New York Times, June 28, 1922, p. 19; “Henrietta 
Rodman Dies in Hospital,” Brooklyn Standard Union, March 22, 1923, p. 5; “Miss H. Rodman, 
Noted Teacher, Dies of Tumor,” New York Call, March 22, 1923, pp. 1-2.
130 Muraskin, “The Interests of the Teachers’ Union,” 220.
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The aspiration to free the schools from managerial autocracy and forge self-governance 
was the essence of early New York City teacher unionism. “An Appeal for a Teacher’s Union,” 
issued in 1916, held, “A democratic community has no use for teachers afraid of their shadows, 
afraid of their Principals, of their Superintendents, of Boards of Education; afraid to criticize the 
existing order, afraid of reforms.”132  Board of Education representation, maternity leave, 
freedom of speech, and pensions: these aims generated New York City teacher unionism 
between 1912 and 1916. Pay and job security were factors, to be sure. The Teachers Union, 
supported by organized labor, helped wrest a forty percent salary increase in 1919 to correct for 
salary erosion under wartime inflation.133 Compensation, however, was inextricable from the 
issue of teacher power. Democracy’s radical centrality in the formation of the Teachers Union 
explains both why Linville was still viewed as a “dangerous agitator” by school authorities in the 
1920s and why he rejected the Communist Party (which labeled him conservative) for its top-
down structure.134
In their quest for workplace democracy, New York City teachers were not outliers. Self-
management was an aim of early teacher unionism elsewhere—including Chicago, so often 
taken as its epitome.135 In her defining study of American teacher unionism, Marjorie Murphy 
ascribed its Chicago origin to resistance to centralization and described the AFT as “an 
131 Cole, Unionization of Teachers, 54-70.
132 “An Appeal for a Teachers’ Union,” American Teacher 5 (Feb. 1916), 24. See also “The 
Constitution of the Teachers Union,” March 1916, which in a much-reproduced Article II 
specifies multiple democratic objectives including woman suffrage and improvement of working 
conditions, but not wages or benefits: folder 1, box 3, AFT Inventory Part 1 Records (Reuther 
Library).
133 “Governor Signs Teachers’ Bill,” New York Times, May 20, 1919, p. 32.
134 Iversen, Communists and the Schools, 21.
135 “Centralization versus Democracy in the Schools” and “The Politics of Efficiency” are, for 
example, two chapter titles in Julia Wrigley, Class Politics and Public Schools: Chicago, 1900-
1950 (New Brunswick, 1982).
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organization of rank-and-file teachers opposed to administrative hierarchy and close 
supervision.”136 The broader labor movement saw the Industrial Workers of the World wage free 
speech fights, while much of the AFL aspired to industrial democracy or workers’ control.137  
That teacher unionism acquired a more bureaucratic coloration by the mid-twentieth century has 
not prevented radical visions from resurfacing episodically, even down to the present, when 
teachers may still be found envisioning a public school “that doesn’t have a principal… It’s 
teacher-led, teacher-run. I think that’s where we’re heading towards.”138
136 Murphy, Blackboard Unions, 4.
137 David M. Rabban, Free Speech in its Forgotten Years (Cambridge, 1997): 77-128; David 
Montgomery, Workers’ Control in America (Cambridge, 1979); Joseph A. McCartin, Labor’s 
Great War: The Struggle for Industrial Democracy and the Origins of Modern American Labor 
Relations, 1912-1921 (Chapel Hill, 1997); Daniel R. Fusfeld, The Rise and Repression of 
Radical Labor in the United States 1877-1918 (Chicago, 1980).
138 Chicago Teachers Union member Mueze Bawany, interviewed by Indigo Olivier, “This City 
is Ours, Too,” Jacobin (17 Oct. 2019) https://jacobinmag.com/2019/10/strike-chicago-teachers-
seiu-common-good 
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Figure 1.  Issue of The American Teacher, June 1916, published shortly after the birth of 
the Teachers Union and American Federation of Teachers, illustrating the ambition of early 
New York City teacher unionism to replace managerial authoritarianism and bring about a 
democratic, cooperative, self-managed school system “agreed upon together.”  Courtesy 
Library of Congress
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Figure 2.  Grace Strahan, president of the Interborough Association of Women Teachers 
and a district superintendent, led the teachers’ campaign for equal pay for equal work but 
later proved a strong conservative feminist opponent of the Teachers’ League and Teachers 
Union.   Courtesy Library of Congress
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Figure 3.  Teachers’ League executive committee member Henrietta Rodman. A Wadleigh 
High School teacher and advocate of vocational education for girls, Rodman championed the 
rights of teachers to be married, have children, and exercise freedom of speech. Courtesy 
Inez Haynes Irwin Papers, Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe Institute, Harvard University 
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Figure 4. Henrietta Rodman, circa 1914, shown striding in the long tunic she favored as 
“rational dress.” A socialist-feminist and prominent Greenwich Village radical, Rodman had 
an ardor for social justice that informed her educational activism. Courtesy Library of 
Congress
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Figure 5.  Frances Isabel Davenport was an instructor at the New York Training School for 
Teachers who served as vice president of the Teachers’ League from 1913 to 1915, as 
president of the Teachers’ Pension Publicity Bureau, and as chair of the League committee 
on pensions.  Pensions were especially vital in importance for women teachers who wished 
to live alone or—as in Davenport’s case—with other women. From “Miss Isabel 
Davenport,” Fairmont West Virginian, June 30, 1906, p. 1.
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Figure 6.  Late session faculty of the De Witt Clinton High School, a public school for boys, 
1917.  Samuel D. Schmalhausen, an English teacher, Socialist active in the Teachers Union, and 
one of three De Witt Clinton teachers fired that autumn on grounds of “disloyalty” during the 
First World War, is in center, with prominent ears jutting out, just above the man with monocle. 
From The Clintonian (New York, 1917).
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